COMMUNITY URBAN GARDENS NETWORK OF ROME

Context
In the field of urban gardens, we have been working for 10 years now,
thanks to a series of European projects in the educational field, to support
the qualitative development of the community urban garden movement. In
Rome, we are particularly involved in facilitating the ongoing process of
exchange and debate within ORTI IN COMUNE, the forum for urban
gardens of the city of Rome, which currently includes 29 community
urban gardens, counts on a communication platform with 135
responsibles of urban gardens of the roman territory and which educates
and raises awareness on the subject of urban gardens through a brand
new Facebook community that already has 750 people passionate about
community gardens.

Community garden
A community garden is defined as being managed collectively
and for the benefit of its members and the local territory for a
variety of purposes including leisure, recreation, play, social
activities, well-being, education, inclusion and integration.
Food growing may be a feature of such a site, but it may not be the
primary or sole purpose.

Mission of a community garden

FROM GARDENER
… TO URBAN GARDENER
The Garden is its main operational tool,
through which participate in a Community
Project.

A community garden is an open and visible
space. It is a way to nurture a space of the
territory, where people meet, exchange
ideas and learn to share, defining their own
rules and functioning, self-determining and
self-defining themselves as part of a
community. It is not only a way of taking care
of the environment. It is also and above all a
space to welcome and value diversity, where
listening, exchange and collaboration make
it a laboratory for experimenting, exchanging
ideas and knowledge, and doing things
together. The community garden is a
common good.

While the term ORTOLANO indicates both who grows and
sells vegetables, the term ORTISTA is typical of the world of
community gardens in Italy.

KNOW
listening, observing, sharing, that is part of a group, why and what
one wants to bring into the group...

KNOW-HOW
asking (and giving), mediating, creating community and groups,
knowing how to restart (resilience), knowing how to cultivate the
garden...

KNOW HOW TO BE
patient (with respect to differences in rhythms, times and modes),
flexible (with respect to nature and adversity), responsible (towards
oneself and others), attentive (to people and things)...
…KNOWING HOW TO BE WITH OTHERS

MEN

UNDER 20

30 TO 50

WOMEN

20 TO 30

OVER 50

The community garden has an impact on...

What is a Gardeniser
A Gardeniser (garden-organiser) is a key
coordinating role working inside the community or
urban garden. The role requires the Gardeniser to
have both technical skills, like practical gardening
skills, as well as the ability to enable volunteers and
staff who work in the garden to be fully included in the
work that garden is doing through good
communication, mediation, organisation and
management skills.

What does a Gardeniser do
A Gardeniser supports cohesion, participation, and social
inclusion in the community garden.
The Gardeniser promotes community/urban gardens in their
area by raising awareness of their garden in a community and
the outcomes they can deliver for their area such as reducing
social isolation, creating volunteering opportunities and
enabling people to access fresh fruit and vegetables.
They also support good communication between the public
sector and the community active in the community garden.

GARDENISER.EU

Shared tools
Training
Training courses & traineeships
Gardeniser Hub (for trainers)

o
o Gardeniser Pro (for gardenisers)
o Gardeniser Tec (for public services staff)
o Gardeniser Edu (for teachers)
URBAN GARDENS TOOLBOX
A multilingual space where urban gardeners from
different countries have uploaded their practices
in urban gardens, documenting and describing
them to facilitate their use and application in
other contexts, with detailed instructions, photos
and videos.

Information & guidance
MAP OF COMMUNITY GARDENS
An interactive, multilingual map enables citizens to
find the urban community gardens nearest to them. A
descriptive sheet specially designed allows citizens to
find out more about the community garden, even by
distance.

MAP OF GARDENISERS
An interactive, multilingual map allows citizens, urban
gardens and institutions to find those who have been
trained as Gardenisers and who have obtained the
Gardeniser licence. This makes it possible to
associate needs with existing resources in the area.
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